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Nanotube Phonon Waveguide
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We find that the high thermal conductivity of carbon nanotubes remains intact under severe structural
deformations while the corresponding electrical resistance and thermoelectric power show compromised
responses. Similar robust thermal transport against bending is found for boron nitride nanotubes.
Surprisingly, for both systems the phonon mean free path exceeds the characteristic length of structural
ripples induced by bending and approaches the theoretical limit set by the radius of curvature. The
robustness of heat conduction in nanotubes refines the ultimate limit that is far beyond the reach of
ordinary materials.
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The invention of optical fibers that allow photons to
carry broadband information over long distances and
through an arbitrary path with low loss has shaped the
modern information age. Optical fibers are engineered to
exhibit wide-band transmission, optical confinement, mechanical flexibility, and extraordinary optical nonlinearity.
However, because the characteristic length of phonons at
room temperature is less than 10 nm, the counterpart fibers
for heat conduction are difficult to fabricate using ordinary
materials. On the other hand, carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
and boron nitride nanotubes (BNNTs) have been shown to
exhibit excellent thermal and mechanical properties. The
axial heat conduction of a nanotube is dominated by
strongly sp2 -bonded phonons, whereas the off-axis phonons interact via weak van der Waals forces. The large
disparity between the strength of the in-plane sp2 bonding
and the van der Waals bonding facilitates high thermal
conductivity and phonon confinement in nanotubes. Here
we show that phonon transport in nanotubes is superior to
the counterpart of photon transmission in optical fibers and
approaches the theoretical limit that is inaccessible to other
materials.
Multiwalled CNTs with diameters ranging from 10 nm
to 33 nm were prepared using conventional arc methods
[1]. Multiwalled BNNTs were synthesized using an adaptation of a previously reported method [2], yielding
samples with typical outer diameter 30 – 40 nm and length
!10 !m. Figure 1 shows the microscale test fixtures
fabricated for simultaneously measuring thermal conductivity ("), electrical resistance (R), and thermopower (S) of
individual nanotubes. As detailed elsewhere [3], it consists
of two suspended SiNx pads with integrated Pt film heaters
or sensors. In addition, two independent Pt electrodes
facilitate electrical measurements of the sample [3]. The
test fixture was also made adaptable to transmission electron microscopy (TEM) so that the inner and outer diam0031-9007=07=99(4)=045901(4)

eters (and structural perfection) of the nanotube under
study could be directly and unambiguously determined.
The ends of individual nanotubes were rigidly bonded to
the heater/sensor pads by depositing trimethyl cyclopentadienyl platinum (C9 H16 Pt) on them in a scanning electron
microscope (SEM). ", R, and S were then measured at
room temperature with the test fixture still inside the SEM.
To mechanically deform the nanotube, a sharpened tungsten tip mounted on a pizeodriven manipulator located
inside the SEM was used to displace one of the suspended
arms of the test fixture. As shown in the inset of Fig. 1, this
allowed bending of the nanotube into various shapes. The
position of the tungsten tip was carefully chosen so that it
would not perturb the original heat profile and calibration
of the test fixture. The thermal conductivity of the nanotube was determined from its measured thermal conduc-

FIG. 1. A SEM image of the microfabricated test fixture with a
BNNT spanning the heater/sensor pads (scale bar " 2 !m).
Inset. The same BNNT after being bent by moving the pads
closer together.
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tance and the geometrical factors derived from TEM imaging. The phonon mean free path (l) was estimated using
" " Cvl, where C and v are, respectively, the specific heat
[4,5], and the averaged sound velocity !15 km=s [6].
The upper part of Fig. 2 shows a series of representative
SEM images of CNT sample 1 undergoing two cycles of
bending. The corresponding changes of R, S, and "
are shown in the lower part of Fig. 2. Values are normalized
to the initial quantities of 44 K!, #42 !V=K, and
1050 W=m-K, respectively. The electrical resistance
shows a cyclic 20% modulation with mechanical deformation. R tracks closely the bending angle, and exhibits
maxima where the bending angle is largest, at frames 7
and 15. The increase in R is suggestive of band-gap opening under deformation. Since the total conductance of a
multiwalled CNT is dominated by the metallic channels,
Fig. 2(a) is consistent with a metal to semiconducting
transition when severely bending a metallic tube, a result
in accord with previous experiments [7]. It is also consistent with theoretical predictions that indicate a band-gap
opening when bending a metallic CNT [8].
The total thermopower Stotal of a multiwall CNT can be
expressed by a two-band model
Stotal "

#metal Smetal
#semi Ssemi
$
;
#metal $ #semi #metal $ #semi

(1)

FIG. 2 (color online). Upper: A series of representative SEM
images of CNT sample 1 undergoing two cycles of bending
(scale bar " 2 !m). The number in each frame denotes the time
frame number (time difference between sequent frames
!2 min ). Lower: (a) shows the resistance change, (b) shows
the thermopower change, and (c) shows the thermal conductivity
change while bending the CNT. Their values are normalized to
the initial quantities of 44 K!, #42 !V=K, and 1050 W=m-K,
respectively. The dash vertical lines at frame numbers 7 and 15
identify maximum deformations (the frame numbers correspond
to those of the upper SEM images series).
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where #metal and #semi are electrical conductance of the
metallic and semiconducting channels, respectively. Smetal
and Ssemi denote the thermopower of the metallic and
semiconducting channel, respectively. Although Smetal is
1 order of magnitude smaller than Ssemi , the contribution to
Stotal from the first term in Eq. (1) is largely enhanced by
#metal , which can be more than 3 orders of magnitudes
larger than #semi . Thus the change of Stotal largely reflects
the change in #metal . As Eq. (1) suggests, a band-gap
opening will decrease #metal , resulting in a decrease of
jStotal j. Previous experiments have shown that the thermopower of CNTs is sensitive to oxygen absorption, molecular collisions, and gate voltages [9–12]; here we show that
it is also sensitive to mechanical deformation.
In contrast, although the thermal conductivity shows a
10% fluctuation as a function of deformation in Fig. 2(c),
there is no clear correlation between the thermal conductivity and the bending angles. Especially revealing is the
behavior of " at the deformation extremes (frames 7 and
15) where the bending angles (determined by the projective
SEM images) are larger than 90% and 130% , respectively.
Since the nanotubes generally move perpendicular to the
projective direction (as clearly seen in the 15th frame of
Fig. 2 and also in the 13th frame of Fig. 3) and the height
difference between the heater and sensor pads is smaller
than 50 nm, the real bending angles are undoubtedly larger
than the projective angles. The (relatively small) uncorrelated thermal conductivity fluctuations may be due to
perturbations in the contacts under large strain. Applying
the Wiedemann-Franz law to the data of Fig. 2(a) and
comparing the result to Fig. 2(c), we estimate that the
electronic contribution to the total thermal conductivity
for multiwall carbon nanotubes is less than 1%. The result
is consistent with previous theoretical and experimental
results for CNTs [13–16].
Figure 3 shows two CNTs under cyclic deformation. The
thermal conductivity is normalized to the initial values of
290 W=m-K and 305 W=m-K for CNT samples 2 and
sample 3, respectively. At the extremes, the CNTs are
bent at angles larger than 125% and 140% , respectively.
Unlike Fig. 2, here the two CNTs are buckled locally
yielding very small radii of curvature (!70 and !90 nm,
for CNT samples 2 and 3, respectively). Remarkably, "
remains unchanged when the radius of curvature of the
deformed nanotube is comparable to the phonon mean free
path (!50 nm). Only after extraordinary and permanent
mechanical damage to the nanotube, as shown in the last
data point of CNT sample 3 where the outer shells of the
CNT have been purposely destroyed (inset of Fig. 3), is
there a notable decrease in the thermal conductivity value.
To investigate if the robustness of the thermal conductivity of CNTs is specific to that material, or a more general
nanotube characteristic, we have extended our study to
BNNTs. BNNTs are known to have comparable Young’s
modulus, phonon dispersion relation and thermal conductivity to CNTs, but because of their large band gap, their
thermal properties are purely phononic [4]. As shown in
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FIG. 3 (color online). Series of representative SEM images of
CNT sample 2, CNT sample 3, and a BNNT undergoing cycles
of bending. The number in each frame corresponds to the frame
number in the lower panel (time difference between sequent
frames !2 min ). Lower panel: Normalized thermal conductivity of CNT sample 2 (open triangles), CNT sample 3 (solid
circles), and a BNNT (crosses) undergoing cycles of bending.
The inset shows a TEM image of CNT sample 3 after the outer
walls were compromised, leading to a dramatic decrease in the
thermal conductivity (scale bar " 50 nm).

Fig. 3, we have also found that, like CNTs, the thermal
conductivity of BNNTs is insensitive to large mechanical
bending angles.
We can correlate the change of resistance or thermopower with the band gap modulation in CNTs, but the
robustness of the thermal conductivity in CNTs and
BNNTs is unexpected. Most materials under strain will
sustain defects or dislocations that can effectively scatter
phonons and reduce the associated thermal conductivity.
Here we find that CNTs or BNNTs do not exhibit mechanical failures or any loss in phonon transport even when bent
at an angle larger than 140%.
A ripplelike structure has been observed when bending a
multiwalled CNT [17]. Generally, the characteristic wavelength of the ripple is 10 nm for a radius of curvature of
!400 nm and it decreases with increasing bending angle.
From a traditional point of view, the phonon mean free path
should be limited by the characteristic length of the ripple
structures. With a phonon mean free path !200 nm and a
characteristic length of ripples less than 10 nm in CNT
sample 1, one might expect the ripples to scatter phonons.
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Apparently, and somewhat surprisingly, such ripples are
ineffective in quenching phonon conduction.
The unusual robustness of phonon transport begs the
question of the ultimate limit of phonon transport in nanotubes. Because bending an object also incoherently deflects
the path of phonon propagation, bending can create additional phonon scattering even if no defects or dislocations
are present. Theoretically, the thermal conductivity of an
object will start to decrease when its radius of curvature is
smaller than the phonon mean free path. Therefore,
the phonon mean free path sets an ultimate limit to the
maximum bending curvature beyond which any robustness
of phonon transport should no longer hold. We exam
this limit for CNT and BNNT samples and find that
the robustness of phonon transports of CNTs or BNNTs
does not violate, though it is close to, this ultimate
limit.
The formation of ripples reduces the effective Young’s
modulus, and thus decreases the sound velocity [17–19].
Naively, according to " " Cvl, a reduction of the sound
velocity and phonon mean free path would lead to a large
decrease of " when nanotubes are deformed. The failure of
the above analyses suggests that models based on linear
approximation cannot be applied for nanotubes.
Recently, the observation of thermal rectification by
engineering the mass distribution along a nanotube suggests the presence of lattice solitons [20]. Since solitons are
solutions of nonlinear equations and have topological nature, generally it is believed that they are robust against
perturbation. Rigorous calculations have confirmed that
lattice solitons are insensitive to structural perturbation
[21,22]. Thus lattice soliton model explains the unusual
robustness of thermal transport observed in this experiment. Because solitons become unstable if the structural
perturbations are smaller than its size, from the structural
ripples and the minimum radius of curvature set by the
present experiment, we determine the soliton size to be less
than 10 nm.
For an ordinary microwave waveguide, a slight mechanical deformation will create mismatching of electromagnetic modes, resulting in a significant power loss [23].
When bending an optical fiber, the minimum radius of
curvature before optical loss is set by the relative refraction
index or the mechanical strength, and is at least 3 orders of
magnitude larger than the wavelength of light [23]. Here
we show that the phonon mean free path of nanotubes can
exceed the characteristic length of the structural ripples
and approach the theoretical limit set by the radius of
curvature. Therefore, nanotubes not only serve as sensitive
nanoelectromechanical devices, but also are excellent and
robust phonon waveguides.
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